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THE MATHEMATICAL WORK OF K.S.S. NAMBOORIPAD
JOHN MEAKIN, P.A. AZEEF MUHAMMED, AND A.R. RAJAN
ABSTRACT. We provide an overview of the mathematical work of K.S.S. Nambooripad,
with a focus on his contributions to the theory of regular semigroups. In particular, we
outline Nambooripad’s seminal contributions to the structure theory of regular semigroups
via his theory of inductive groupoids, and also via his theory of cross connections. We also
provide information about outgrowths of his work in the algebraic theory of semigroups
and its connections with several other fields of mathematics, in particular with the theory
of operator algebras.
1. INTRODUCTION
K.S.S. Nambooripad passed away in his home in Trivandrum, India on January 4, 2020.
He was an outstanding mathematician and the founder of an important school of semi-
group theory in the Indian state of Kerala. Some information about his work may be
found in the tribute [82] that the first and third authors of this article wrote on the occasion
of Nambooripad’s 80th birthday in 2015. Some interesting additional information about
Nambooripad’s life and his impact on the development of the TEX software package in
India may be found in Radhakrishnan’s blog [110]. In the present article, we summarize
some of his mathematical work and its impact on the development of semigroup theory.
Nambooripad’s most influential work was primarily concerned with the study of (von
Neumann) regular semigroups and their connections with other fields of mathematics, and
this article will focus on some of his contributions in this area. He made seminal contri-
butions to the study of regular semigroups through his two deep works [86] and [88]. The
first of these develops a structure theory of regular semigroups via his notions of biordered
sets and inductive groupoids, while the second studies regular semigroups via his theory
of normal categories and cross connections. Both works have had a major impact on our
understanding of regular semigroups and on the development of much subsequent and on-
going work in the field.
We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic ideas and notation of semigroup
theory, as presented in the books of Clifford and Preston [20] or Howie [57]. We will also
make use of the basic notions of category theory as presented in the books byMacLane [73]
or Higgins [56]. If C is a category, then we will use vC to denote the set of vertices
(objects) of the category C and we will denote the set of morphisms in C from v to w by
C (v,w). For most categories we will denote the composition of a morphism f ∈ C (v,w)
and g ∈ C (w,z) by f g, but this will be denoted by g f in the section on Fredholm operators
in Section 6 of the paper.
Section 2 of this paper is based on Nambooripad’s memoir [86]. It outlines his concept
of biordered sets and inductive groupoids and their role in the structure theory of regular
semigroups. In Section 3, we discuss some of the outgrowths of Nambooripad’s inductive
groupoid approach to the structure of regular semigroups and its impact on subsequent
and ongoing work in the field. In particular, we discuss his concept of the natural partial
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order on a regular semigroup and also his construction of regular idempotent-generated
semigroups with a given biordered set of idempotents. We also provide some references
to subsequent work extending the inductive groupoid approach to classes of non-regular
semigroups. Section 4 outlines Nambooripad’s work on the construction of regular semi-
groups via his theory of normal categories and cross connections, based primarily on his
manuscript [88]. In Section 5, we discuss the connection between Nambooripad’s two
manuscripts [86] and [88]. We also discuss the cross connection theory in several special
cases of regular semigroups and its extension to some classes of non-regular semigroups.
Section 6 outlines some of Nambooripad’s work on connections between regular semi-
groups and other areas of mathematics, with particular emphasis on his work in operator
algebras. We close the paper in Section 7 with some brief information about Namboori-
pad’s PhD students.
2. REGULAR SEMIGROUPS, BIORDERED SETS AND INDUCTIVE GROUPOIDS
In the present section, we describe how regular semigroups give rise to biordered sets
and inductive groupoids and conversely how inductive groupoids give rise to regular semi-
groups. We also describe Nambooripad’s construction of fundamental regular semigroups.
Our treatment is somewhat informal, focussed on the key ideas of Nambooripad’s construc-
tion: the reader is referred to Nambooripad’s memoir [86] for full details of this aspect of
his work.
Biordered sets
Let S be a semigroup with set E(S) of idempotents. Define two quasi-orders (that is,
reflexive and transitive relations) ω l and ωr on E(S) as follows.
e ωr f if f e= e and e ω l f if e f = e.
Then R = ωr ∩ (ωr)−1 and L = ω l ∩ (ω l)−1 are equivalence relations on E(S) and ω =
ωr∩ω l is the natural partial order on E(S).
It is easy to see that if e and f are idempotents of S such that e ω l f or f ω l e or
e ωr f or f ωr e then the product e f is another idempotent of S. Nambooripad refers to
such products as basic products. Thus the set E(S) of idempotents of S becomes a partial
binary algebra with respect to the basic products. Nambooripad provided an axiomatic
characterization of the partial binary algebra of idempotents of a regular semigroup with
respect to the basic products and referred to such a partial algebra as a regular biordered
set. We emphasize that there may be other (non-basic) products in E(S) that are also
idempotents. Clifford [18] characterized the partial algebra of idempotents of a regular
semigroup S with respect to the partial binary operation e ∗ f = e f defined whenever the
product e f is an idempotent of S.
Nambooripad’s axiomatic characterization of E(S) with respect to the basic products is
intrinsic to E(S) in much the same way as the set of idempotents of an inverse semigroup
may be characterized as a (lower) semilattice. In fact his notion of a biordered set may
be viewed as a vast generalization of the notion of a semilattice. The role of the meet
(product) of idempotents in an inverse semigroup is served by what Nambooripad refers
to as the sandwich set S (e, f ) of two idempotents e, f ∈ E(S). If S is a semigroup and
e, f ∈ E(S), then one may define
S (e, f ) = {h ∈ E(S) : he= h= f h, e f = eh f}.
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Note that if e and f are idempotents of a regular semigroup S, then S (e, f ) 6= /0. In fact
if (e f )′ is any inverse of e f in S then the element h = f (e f )′e is in S (e, f ). (Readers fa-
miliar with “Lallement’s Lemma” will see this as related to an observation that Lallement
made in his proof that idempotents lift under morphisms between regular semigroups [67].)
Nambooripad characterized the sandwich set S (e, f ) completely in terms of basic prod-
ucts, namely
h ∈S (e, f ) ⇐⇒ h ω l e, h ωr f and if g ω l e, g ωr f , then eg ωr eh and g f ω l h f .
Nambooripad defined a biordered set to be a partial binary algebra E satisfying the
following axioms: for e, f ,g ∈ E ,
(B1) e f is defined if and only if e ω l f or f ω l e or e ωr f or f ωr e;
(B2) if f ω l e, then f L e f ω e; if f ωr e, then f R f e ω e;
(B3) if g ωr f and f ,g ω l e, then eg ωr e f , g f ω l e and e(g f ) = (eg)(e f );
if g ω l f and f ,g ωr e, then ge ω l f e, f g ωr e and ( f g)e= ( f e)(ge);
(B4) if g ω l f ω l e, then f g = f (eg); if g ωr f ωr e, then g f = (ge) f ;
(B5) if f ,g ω l e, then S (e f ,eg) = eS ( f ,g); if f ,g ωr e, then S ( f e,ge) = S ( f ,g)e.
He defined a biordered set E to be a regular biordered set if in addition
(R) S (e, f ) 6= /0 for all e, f ∈ E .
Nambooripad went on to define the notion of a bimorphism between biordered sets (and
a regular bimorphism between regular biordered sets) in a natural way, thus enabling the
class of biordered sets and the class of regular biordered sets to be viewed as categories.
The following theorem is proved in Nambooripad’s memoir [86, Theorem 1.1 and Corol-
lary 4.15].
Theorem 2.1. If S is a regular semigroup, then E(S) is a regular biordered set relative to
the basic products. The assignment S→ E(S), φ → φ |E(S) is a functor from the category of
(regular) semigroups to the category of (regular) biordered sets. Conversely, every regular
biordered set is (biorder) isomorphic to the biordered set of some regular semigroup.
While the proof of the “direct” part of Theorem 2.1 is relatively straightforward, the
proof of the “converse ” part is considerably more difficult, involving Nambooripad’s the-
ory of inductive groupoids, outlined below.
Nambooripad [84] originally provided an equivalent axiomatic characterization of the
biordered set of a regular semigroup S as the set E(S) equipped with the two quasiorders
ωr and ω l together with translations τr(e) and τ l(e) associated with these quasiorders that
enable us to define the basic products. Here
f τr(e) = f e if f ∈ ωr(e) and f τ l(e) = e f if f ∈ ω l(e).
If one drops the requirement that S (e, f ) 6= /0 for each e, f , one obtains the axioms for
a (not necessarily regular) biordered set. Easdown [33] subsequently showed that Nam-
booripad’s axioms (B1) - (B5) characterize the idempotents of any semigroup relative to
the basic products.
Nambooripad noted in his memoir [86] that semilattices are precisely regular biordered
sets for which the quasi-orders ωr and ω l coincide: in this case S (e, f ) = {e f}. More
generally, he characterized regular biordered sets E for which |S (e, f )|= 1 for all e, f ∈ E
as pseudo-semilattices in the sense of Schein [120]. He also provided characterizations of
biordered sets of several other special classes of regular semigroups. In particular, he char-
acterized biordered sets of completely semisimple semigroups, completely regular semi-
groups, combinatorial regular semigroups, bands, left regular bands, and normal bands.
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Several authors have studied biordered sets of various classes of regular semigroups.
Pastijn [103] showed how the biordered set of idempotents of a strongly regular Baer semi-
group (in particular the multiplicative semigroup of a regular ring - such as the ringMn(F)
of n× n matrices over a field F for example) may be constructed in terms of the comple-
mented modular lattice that is coordinatized by the ring. Pastijn’s results play an important
role in several papers of Nambooripad that connect regular semigroups with other areas
of mathematics (see, for example, the papers [66, 92, 94, 99]). We will provide a brief
description of some of these results in Section 6 below. In the context of linear algebraic
monoids, Putcha [109] has constructed the biordered set of idempotents of an irreducible
linear algebraic monoid from pairs of opposite parabolic subgroups of the group of units
of the monoid, which is a reductive group. There is an extensive literature about biordered
sets of locally inverse semigroups: some references to this literature are contained in Sec-
tion 3 of this paper. Biordered sets of many other classes of regular semigroups have also
been studied, see for example the papers [19, 34–37, 61, 104, 107, 111].
Fundamental regular semigroups
A regular semigroup S is said to be fundamental if the only congruence on S contained
in Green’s equivalence relation H is the identity congruence. Munn [83] described fun-
damental inverse semigroups with semilattice E as full inverse subsemigroups of the semi-
group of isomorphisms between principal order ideals of E . Nambooripad [86] obtained
an analogous description of fundamental regular semigroups with biordered set E as a spe-
cial case of his work on inductive groupoids. Such semigroups are built directly from the
biordered set E in much the same way as in Munn’s construction, but with some addi-
tional complications in the more general case of regular biordered sets. We provide a brief
description of his results, as a prelude to his more general theory of inductive groupoids
discussed below.
Denote by TE the set of all ω-isomorphisms of a regular biordered set E , that is, all
biorder isomorphisms between sets of the form ω(e), e ∈ E . If α : ω(e)→ ω( f ) is an
ω-isomorphism then we write eα = e and fα = f . Clearly TE forms a groupoid under the
usual composition of maps: if α,β ∈ TE , then the ω-isomorphism αβ is defined only if
fα = eβ .
Define the ω-isomorphism τ(e, f ) : ω(e)→ ω( f ) when e(R ∪L ) f by
(g)τ(e, f ) =
{
g f if eR f
f g if eL f
for g ∈ ω(e). If α : ω(e)→ ω( f ) is an ω−isomorphism and if gωe then we denote by
g ∗α the restriction of α to ω(g). More generally, if g(ωr ∪ω l) f then
g ∗α =
{
τ(g,ge)(ge∗α) if gωre
τ(g,eg)(eg ∗α) if gω le.
.
Similarly for h(ωr∪ω l) f then α ∗ h is defined by
α ∗ h=
{
(α ∗ h f )τ(h f ,h) if hωr f
(α ∗ f h)τ( f h,h) if hω l f .
.
We regard α ∗ h f and α ∗ f h as corestrictions in the usual sense.
We can then extend the groupoid composition in TE to a semigroup operation. This
semigroup operation is defined on a quotient of TE . To do this, an equivalence relation p
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on TE is defined by
α pβ if eαReβ , fαL fβ and τ(eα ,eβ )β = ατ( fα , fβ ).
The following theorem of Nambooripad [86, Theorem 5.2] provides the construction of
all fundamental regular semigroups with a regular biordered set E .
Theorem 2.2. Let E be a regular biordered set and p be the equivalence relation on TE
defined above. Let [α] denote the equivalence class of α. For α,β ∈ TE define
[α][β ] = [(α ∗ h)(h ∗β )]
where h ∈S ( fα ,eβ ). Then TE/p is a fundamental regular semigroup whose biordered set
is isomorphic to E. Conversely, if S is any regular semigroup, then S is fundamental if and
only if S is isomorphic to a full regular subsemigroup of TE(S)/p.
Alternative descriptions of the structure of fundamental regular semigroups were pro-
vided by Hall [53] and Grillet [52]. Their approach was extended by Nambooripad [88] in
his theory of cross connections, outlined later in this paper.
Inductive groupoids
Nambooripad made essential use of two groupoids naturally associated with regular
semigroups. We describe these groupoids below.
Let S be a regular semigroup and let
G (S) = {(x,x′) : x′ is an inverse of x}.
We may view G (S) as a groupoid with vertex set vG (S) = E(S) and where (x,x′) is con-
sidered as a morphism from xx′ to x′x. (Here we identify the identity morphism (xx′,xx′)
with the element xx′ in E(S).) The product in the groupoid is defined as follows. For
(x,x′),(y,y′) ∈ G (S)
(x,x′)(y,y′) = (xy,y′x′) when x′x= yy′.
The inverse of the morphism (x,x′) in G (S) is of course the morphism (x′,x).
There is a natural partial order relation on the groupoid G (S) defined by
(y,y′)≤ (x,x′) if yy′ωxx′ and y= yy′x, y′ = x′yy′
With respect to this partial order, G (S) becomes an ordered groupoid in the sense defined
below: ordered groupoids were introduced by Ehresmann [32] in the context of his work
on pseudogroups.
Definition 2.1. Let G be a groupoid and ≤ a partial order on G . Let e, f ∈ vG and x,y
denote arbitrary morphisms of G and let d(x) and r(x) denote the domain and codomain
respectively of an arbitrary morphism x. Then (G ,≤) is called an ordered groupoid if the
following hold.
(OG1) If u≤ x, v≤ y and r(u) = d(v), r(x) = d(y), then uv≤ xy.
(OG2) If x≤ y, then x−1 ≤ y−1.
(OG3) If 1e ≤ 1d(x), then there exists a unique element e⇃x (called the restriction of x to
e) in G such that e⇃x≤ x and d(e⇃x) = e.
(OG3∗) If 1 f ≤ 1r(x), then there exists a unique element x⇂ f (called the corestriction of x
to f ) in G such that x⇂ f ≤ x and r(x⇂ f ) = f .
In fact axioms (OG1), (OG2) and (OG3) are equivalent to (OG1), (OG2) and (OG3∗).
An E-sequence in a regular biordered set E is a sequence e1,e2, ...,en of elements
of E such that ek(R ∪L )ek+1 for k = 1, ...,n− 1. An element ei of such a sequence
is called inessential if either ei−1ReiRei+1 or ei−1L eiL ei+1. The unique E-sequence
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[e1,e2, ...,en] obtained by removing all inessential vertices from an E-sequence (e1,e2, ...,en)
is called an E-chain. Denote the set of all E-chains in E by G (E). Then G (E) is a groupoid
with vertex set vG (E) = E with respect to the multiplication
[e1,e2, ...,en][ f1, f2, ..., fm] = [e1,e2, ...en, f2, ..., fm],
defined if and only if en = f1. Here d([e1,e2, ...en]) = e1, r([e1,e2, ...,en]) = en and the
inverse of [e1, ...,en] is [en, ...,e1].
If c= [e1,e2, ...,en] is an E-chain and h ∈ ω
r(e1) then we define h ∗ c to be the E-chain
h ∗ c= [h= h0,h1,h2, ...,hn] where hi = eihi−1ei, i= 1, ...,n
Dually, if k ∈ ω l(en) then we define
c∗ k= [k1,k2, ...,kn,kn+1 = k] where ki = eiki+1ei, i= i, ...,n
If c= [e1, ...,en] and c
′ = [ f1, ... fm] are two E-chains, then we define
c′ ≤ c if and only if f1ωe1 and c
′ = f1 ∗ c
Then, with respect to this partial order, G (E) is an ordered groupoid, called the groupoid
of E-chains of E .
Now suppose that S is a regular semigroupwith biordered set E(S) and that c= [e1,e2, ...,en]
is an E-chain in E(S). Then it follows from the Miller-Clifford theory of regular D-
classes that the (non-basic) product e1e2...en is in the H -class Re1 ∩ Len and similarly
that en...e2e1 ∈ Le1 ∩ Ren . In fact en...e2e1 is an inverse of e1e2...en. It follows that
εS(c) = (e1e2...en,en...e2e1) ∈ G (S). We regard εS as a functor from G (E) to G (S) that
enables us to evaluate the E-chain c in the groupoid G (S).
Nambooripad identified one more essential concept that is naturally associated with
a biordered set and that is needed in his definition of an inductive groupoid. Given a
biordered set E , a 2×2 matrix
[ e f
g h
]
of elements of E such that eR f L h R g L e forms
a distinguished E-chain and is known as an E-square. An E-square of the form
[
g h
eg eh
]
where g,h ∈ω l(e) and gR h is said to be row-singular. Dually, we define column singular
E-squares and an E-square is said to be singular if it is either row-singular or column-
singular. It is not difficult to see (once it is pointed out) that if
[ e f
g h
]
is a singular E-square
in the biordered set E(S) of a semigroup S and ε = εS : G (E)→ G (S) is the functor defined
above, then the E-square
[ e f
g h
]
is ε-commutative, that is
ε(e, f )ε( f ,h) = ε(e,g)ε(g,h).
The preceding discussion motivates Nambooripad’s concept of an inductive groupoid
defined below. A functor F between two ordered groupoids is said to be a v-isomorphism
if the object map vF is an order isomorphism.
Definition 2.2. Let E be a regular biordered set, G an ordered groupoid and let ε : G (E)→
G be a v-isomorphism called an evaluation functor. We say that (G ,ε) forms an inductive
groupoid if the following axioms and their duals hold.
(IG1) Let x ∈ G and for i = 1,2, let ei, fi ∈ E such that ε(ei) ≤ d(x) and ε( fi) =
r(ε(ei)⇃x). If e1 ω
r e2, then f1 ω
r f2, and
ε(e1,e1e2)(ε(e1e2)⇃x) = (ε(e1)⇃x)ε( f1, f1 f2).
(IG2) All singular E-squares are ε-commutative.
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Nambooripad [86] defines morphisms between inductive groupoids as follows. Let
(G ,ε) and (G ′,ε ′) be two inductive groupoids with biordered sets E and E ′ respectively.
An order preserving functor F : G → G ′ is said to be inductive if vF : E → E ′ is a regular
bimorphism of biordered sets such that the following diagram commutes.
(1) G (E)
G (vF)
//
ε

G (E ′)
ε ′

G
F
// G ′
Then the class of inductive groupoids with inductive functors as morphisms forms a cate-
gory.
If S is a regular semigroup, then the pair (G (S),εS) is an inductive groupoid. Con-
versely, suppose that G = (G ,ε) is an inductive groupoid. We now outline Nambooripad’s
construction of an associated regular semigroup S(G ).
The evaluation functor enables one to extend the restrictions e⇃x defined in ordered
groupoids to cases where eωrd(x) and eω ld(x) These are defined as follows.
e∗ x= ε(e,ed(x))(ed(x)⇃x) if eωrd(x)
and
e∗ x= ε(e,d(x)e)(d(x)e⇃x) if eω ld(x).
Similarly corestrictions can also be extended. The semigroup associated with an inductive
groupoid is a quotient G /p where p is an equivalence relation on G defined by
xpy if and only if d(x)Rd(y), r(x)L r(y) and xε(r(x),r(y)) = ε(d(x),d(y))y.
Nambooripad [86, Theorems 4.12 and 4.14] proves the following structure theorem for
regular semigroups in terms of inductive groupoids.
Theorem 2.3. Let (G ,ε) be an inductive groupoid and let p be the equivalence defined
above. Let [x] denote the equivalence class of x. For x,y ∈ G define
[x][y] = [(x∗ h)(h ∗ y)]
where h ∈ S (r(x),d(y)). Then this binary operation is well defined and S(G ) = G /p is
a regular semigroup with this binary operation. Further the biordered set of S(G )/p is
isomorphic to the biordered set of G . Conversely, if S is any regular semigroup, then S is
isomorphic to S(G (S)). The category of regular semigroups is equivalent to the category
of inductive groupoids.
Remark 2.1. If the biordered set E is a semilattice (i.e. ωr = ω l), then most of the com-
plication required to define inductive groupoids vanishes. In this case G (E) is the trivial
groupoid consisting of identity morphisms alone, εG is just the identity map on E and
there are no non-trivial E-squares, so in this case every ordered groupoid is inductive.
Furthermore, S (r(x),d(y)) = {x−1xyy−1} so Theorem 2.3 reduces to Schein’s construc-
tion [119] of inverse semigroups via inductive groupoids. This result was referred to as the
“Ehresmann-Schein-Nambooripad”(ESN) theorem by Lawson in his book [70]. Further-
more, in this case, the element h∗y in the definition of the multiplication in Theorem 2.3 is
the image of y under the structure mapping from Ry to Rh (and x∗h is the image of x under
the structure mapping from Lx to Lh), so Theorem 2.3 also reduces to Meakin’s equivalent
construction [75] of inverse semigroups via structure mappings.
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Remark 2.2. It is evident that the construction of fundamental regular semigroups given
in Theorem 2.2 may be viewed as a special case of Theorem 2.3. The corresponding
evaluation functor is the natural extension to E-chains of the ω-isomorphisms τ(e, f ) for
e(R∪L ) f . That is, τ([e1,e2,e3, ...,en−1,en]) = τ(e1,e2)τ(e2,e3)...τ(en−1,en).
3. OUTGROWTHS OF NAMBOORIPAD’S INDUCTIVE GROUPOID APPROACH
In this section, we briefly discuss several concepts and outgrowths of Nambooripad’s
inductive groupoid approach to the structure of regular semigroups.
The natural partial order on a regular semigroup
In his paper [89], Nambooripad defined a natural partial order on a regular semigroup
as follows. Let S be a regular semigroup and x,y ∈ S. Then define
x≤ y if and only if Rx ≤ Ry and x= f y for some idempotent f ∈ Rx.
It is not too difficult to show (see [89, Proposition 1.2]) that the relation ≤ is self-dual
and that this relation is a partial order on S that coincides with the well-known definition of
the natural partial order on an inverse semigroup, if S is inverse. Furthermore, if e ∈ E(S)
and f ≤ e then f ∈ E(S) and the restriction of the relation ≤ to E(S) is the relation ω .
One observes that if x∗ h and h ∗ y are the elements that appear in the multiplication in the
statement of Theorem 2.3, then (x∗ h)≤ x and (h ∗ y)≤ y. The element x∗ h is the image
of x under the structure mapping from Lx to Lh in the sense of Meakin [76] (and a dual
statement applies to h ∗ y).
Nambooripad shows in [89] that the natural partial order ≤ on a regular semigroup S
enjoys many of the same properties as the natural partial order on an inverse semigroup.
However, unlike the situation for inverse semigroups, the relation≤ on a regular semigroup
is not in general compatible with the multiplication in S. In fact Nambooripad shows that
this is the case if and only if S is a pseudo-inverse semigroup, that is E(S) is a pseudo-
semilattice in the sense of Schein [120]. When combined with several of his other results
from his papers [86, 90, 91], Nambooripad proves the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. The following conditions on a regular semigroup S are equivalent.
(a) S is a pseudo-inverse semigroup (i.e. E(S) is a pseudo-semilattice).
(b) S is a locally inverse semigroup (i.e. eSe is an inverse semigroup for each e ∈ E(S)).
(c) ω(e) is a semilattice for each e ∈ E(S).
(d) |S (e, f )|= 1 for all e, f ∈ E(S).
(e) The natural partial order ≤ on S is compatible with the multiplication in S.
(f) If x≤ y in S then for every (y1,y2) ∈ Ly×Ry there is a unique pair (x1,x2) ∈ Lx×Rx
such that xi ≤ yi for i= 1,2.
There is a large literature devoted to the study of locally inverse (pseudo-inverse) semi-
groups and pseudosemilattices (also called local semilattices by some authors). In addition
to Nambooripad’s papers [86, 89–91] we refer the reader to the papers [2–4, 13, 16, 59,
74, 77–81, 101, 102, 105, 122, 125] for much additional information about the structure of
pseudosemilattices and locally inverse semigroups.
Regular idempotent-generated semigroups
Idempotent-generated semigroups have been the subject of much study in the literature.
For example, an early result of J.A. Erdo¨s [38] shows that the idempotent-generated part
of the semigroupMn(F) of n×n matrices over a field F consists of the identity matrix and
all singular matrices. J.M. Howie [58] proved a similar result for the full transformation
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monoid on a finite set and also showed that every semigroup may be embedded in a suit-
able idempotent-generated semigroup. These results have been extended in many different
ways and many authors have studied the structure of idempotent-generated semigroups.
For example, in a significant extension of Erdo¨s’ result, Putcha [108] gave necessary and
sufficient conditions for a reductive linear algebraic monoid to have the property that every
non-unit is a product of idempotents.
In his memoir [86], Nambooripad provided a construction of all regular idempotent-
generated semigroupswith a given biordered set. He first observed that inductive groupoids
with surjective evaluations completely characterize regular idempotent-generated semi-
groups. This follows from the fact that if x is a regular element in the idempotent-generated
part of a semigroup S, then there is an E-chain [e1,e2, ...,en] such that x= e1e2...en. (This
was observed by Fitz-Gerald [40] and also by Nambooripad as a consequence of Theorem
4.13 of his memoir [86]). Nambooripad then studied properties of E-cycles to construct all
regular idempotent-generated semigroups with a given biordered set E . We briefly sum-
marize his ideas.
An E-cycle at e is an E-chain c = [e1,e2, ...,en] with e = e1 = en. Clearly every E-
square
[ e f
g h
]
gives rise to an E-cycle [e, f ,h,g,e] at e: a singular E-cycle is an E-cycle
determined by a singular square. We denote the set of singular E-cycles by Γ0. Let E be
the underlying biordered set of an inductive groupoid G = (G ,ε). We say that an E-cycle
c= [e,e2, ...en−1,e] is ε-commutative if ε(c) = ε(e,e). Denote the set of all ε-commutative
E-cycles by Γε . As noted in Section 2, every singular E-cycle c at e is ε-commutative. It
also follows from [86] that every ε-commutative E-cycle is τ-commutative; that is, Γ0 ⊆
Γε ⊆ Γτ . In fact Γε is a proper set of E-cycles in the sense of the following definition.
Definition 3.1. A set Γ of E-cycles of a biordered set E is said to be proper if it satisfies
the following:
(P1) Γ0 ⊆ Γ ⊆ Γτ ;
(P2) γ ∈ Γ implies γ−1 ∈ Γ;
(P3) If γ is an E-cycle at e in Γ and f ∈ ω(e) then f ∗ γ ∈ Γ.
If (G ,ε) is an inductive groupoid then it is clear that if c1 = [e1,e2, ...,en] and c2 =
[ f1, f2, ..., fm] are E-chains with f1 = en and if γ = [g1,g2, ...,gr] is an ε-commutative E-
cycle at en(= f1), then ε(c1c2) = ε(c1γc2): that is, these two E-chains have the same
ε-value in S(G ) and hence the products w(c1c2) = e1e2...en f1 f2... fm and w(c1γc2) =
e1e2...eng1g2...gr f1 f2... fm coincide in S(G ). We write this as c1c2 7→Γ c1γc2. In gen-
eral, for any proper set Γ of E-cycles, and c,c′ any two E-chains, we write c ∼Γ c
′ if
there is some sequence of E-chains c = c1,c2, ...,cn = c
′ such that ci 7→Γ ci+1 for each
i = 1, ...,n− 1. Then ∼Γ is an equivalence relation and w(c) = w(c
′) in S(G ) if c ∼Γ c
′.
Let GΓ = G (E)/∼Γ and let εΓ be the canonical surjection of G (E) onto GΓ. Nambooripad
proves the following result based on Corollary 6.8 and Theorem 6.9 of his memoir [86].
Theorem 3.2. Let Γ be a proper set of E-cycles in a regular biordered set E. Then GΓ is an
inductive groupoid with surjective evaluation εΓ so BΓ = S(GΓ) is a regular idempotent-
generated semigroup with biordered set E. Every regular idempotent-generated semigroup
with biordered set E can be constructed this way. If G is an inductive groupoid with
surjective evaluation ε , then G is isomorphic to GΓε .
Nambooripad provides a somewhat more detailed construction of the semigroups BΓ
and more information about their properties in Theorems 6.9 and 6.10 of his memoir [86].
It is a consequence of his results that the semigroup RIG(E) = BΓ0 corresponding to the
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set Γ0 of singular squares of a regular biordered set E is a universal object in the category
of regular idempotent-generated semigroups with biordered set E . The semigroup RIG(E)
has been much studied in subsequent literature, where it is referred to as the free regular
idempotent-generated semigroup on the biordered set E . It is a homomorphic image of the
free idempotent-generated semigroup IG(E) on E which is the semigroup with presenta-
tion
IG(E) = 〈E : e · f = e f if e f is a basic product in E〉
Here e · f is a word of length 2 in E∗ and e f is a word of length 1. The semigroup
RIG(E) is obtained from IG(E) by adding the relations
e · f = e ·h · f for all e, f ∈ E and h in S (e, f ).
While the semigroup RIG(E) corresponding to a regular biordered set is in a sense
known from Nambooripad’s construction of its inductive groupoid, the structure of this
semigroup is not well understood. In particular, the study of the structure of the maximal
subgroups of RIG(E) has received considerable attention in the literature. It is known (see
[14]) that the maximal subgroup of RIG(E) containing an idempotent e ∈ E is isomorphic
to the maximal subgroup of IG(E) containing e. In their paper [98], Nambooripad and
Pastijn showed that if E is a biordered set that has no non-degenerate singular squares
(for example a locally inverse semigroup), then the maximal subgroups of RIG(E) are
free groups. In fact it was expected that the maximal subgroups of RIG(E) should be
free groups for any regular biordered set E: this was explicitly conjectured in a paper by
McElwee [100]. However, in their paper [14], Brittenham, Margolis and Meakin used
topological methods to construct an example of a finite regular biordered set E for which
the maximal subgroups of RIG(E) are free abelian groups of rank 2. Subsequently it
was shown by Gray and Ruskuc [50], using Reidemeister-Schreier rewriting methods that
every group arises as a maximal subgroup of RIG(E) for some biordered set E . An elegant
alternative proof of this was provided by Gould and Yang [48].
It was shown in [15] that if E is the biordered set of the monoidMn(F) of n×nmatrices
over a field (or division ring) F , then the maximal subgroup of RIG(E) corresponding
to an idempotent matrix of rank 1 is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of units of
F and the maximal subgroup of Mn(F) corresponding to an idempotent matrix of rank
n− 1 is a free group. These results were extended significantly by Dolinka and Gray
[27] who showed that the maximal subgroup of RIG(E) corresponding to an idempotent
matrix of rank r is isomorphic to GLr(F) provided 1 ≤ r < n/3. However the structure of
these groups corresponding to idempotent matrices of rank r with n/3≤ r < n−1 remains
unknown. Further results on maximal subgroups of free idempotent-generated semigroups
over various biordered sets may be found in several papers, for example [22,23,29,31,51].
Recent work in this area has been concerned with the study of the word problem and
additional structure of the semigroups IG(E) and RIG(E). The reader is referred to the
papers [24, 28, 30, 49] for much work along these lines. It seems that little is known about
the structure of Nambooripad’s semigroups BΓ where Γ is a proper set of E-cycles other
than Γ0 or Γτ .
Beyond regular semigroups
Additional literature connected to Nambooripad’s work on the inductive groupoid con-
struction of regular semigroups is concerned with various generalizations of the “ESN”
theorem. Different non-regular generalisations of regular and inverse semigroups including
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concordant semigroups, abundant semigroups, Ehresmann semigroups, ample semigroups,
restriction semigroups and weakly U-regular semigroups have been described using gen-
eralisations of inductive groupoids, including the concepts of inductive cancellative cat-
egories, Ehresmann categories, inductive categories, inductive constellations, and weakly
regular categories. We refer the reader to the papers [1,43,45–47,54,55,68,69,71,127,128]
for much work along these lines.
4. REGULAR SEMIGROUPS AND CROSS CONNECTIONS
As mentioned earlier, Grillet [52] developed the ideas initiated by Hall [53] exploiting
the ideal structure of a regular semigroup to give a construction of fundamental regular
semigroups via the notion of cross-connections. Recall that the principal left and right
ideals of a regular semigroup S are given by the following sets L (S) and R(S), respec-
tively:
L (S) = {Se : e ∈ E(S)} and R(S) = {eS : e ∈ E(S)}.
Under the usual set inclusion, these sets form partially ordered sets (posets). Grillet
characterised these posets as regular posets and showed that L (S) and R(S) are inter
related via a fundamental cross-connection. Conversely, given a pair of abstractly defined
regular posets and a fundamental cross-connection, one could obtain a fundamental regular
semigroup.
In 1978, Nambooripad [85] proved that his construction of fundamental regular semi-
groups via biordered sets (as described in Section 2) and Grillet’s construction via cross-
connections (as briefly indicated above) are equivalent. Recall that Nambooripad’s con-
struction of fundamental regular semigroups may be realised as a special case of his in-
ductive groupoid construction. In other words, by ‘attaching’ a groupoid structure to the
biordered set, one could construct arbitrary regular semigroups. So, it was naturally en-
ticing to ‘attach’ a category structure to cross-connections and try to construct arbitrary
regular semigroups. Although such an attempt necessitated the development of a rather
complicated machinery, Nambooripadwent forward with this plan. A major reason behind
this effort is the fact that such an approach will overcome the barrier imposed by ‘idem-
potents’ and lead towards a much more general framework for structure theorems. This
aspect of cross-connections shall be elaborated on in the next section.
In this section, we proceed to describe how Nambooripad [87, 88] generalised Grillet’s
cross-connections by employing normal categories. Normal categories are categorical ab-
stractions of the set of principal one-sided ideals of a regular semigroup. First, we shall
see how a regular semigroup gives rise to a cross-connection between its left and right
normal categories. Conversely, we shall briefly describe how an abstractly defined cross-
connection between two normal categories will give rise to a regular semigroup.
Normal categories
We begin by describing the normal category L(S) of principal left ideals of a regular
semigroup S: this will lead to its axiomatisation; dually we can characterise R(S).
Given regular semigroup S, the category L(S) that arises from the principal left ideals
is given by:
vL(S) = {Se : e ∈ E(S)},
and for each x ∈ Se and for each u ∈ eS f , a morphism from Se to S f is the function
ρ(e,u, f ) : x 7→ xu. Thus the set of all morphisms in the category L(S) from the object Se
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to S f is given by the set
L(S)(Se,S f ) = {ρ(e,u, f ) : u ∈ eS f}.
Given any two morphisms, say ρ(e,u, f ) and ρ(g,v,h), they are equal if and only if eL g,
f L h and v= gu. Two morphisms ρ(e,u, f ) and ρ(g,v,h) are composable if S f = Sg (i.e.,
if f L g) and then
ρ(e,u, f )ρ(g,v,h) = ρ(e,uv,h).
Observe that the set vL(S) is exactly the same (regular) poset explored by Grillet and
this poset can be identified as a subcategory of L(S), via the distinguished morphisms of
the form ρ(e,e, f ), whenever Se⊆ S f . These morphisms correspond to inclusion maps and
hence are called inclusions. Nambooripad used the notion of category with subobjects to
abstract such a category, wherein a poset sits inside as a distinguished v-full subcategory.
In a category C with subobjects, if c,d ∈ vC such that c ≤ d, then there is an inclusion
from c→ d and in the sequel, we denote this inclusion morphism by j(c,d).
For an inclusion ρ(e,e, f ) ∈L(S), it is easy to see that ρ( f , f e,e) is a right inverse; then
we say that the inclusion splits and the inverse morphism ρ( f , f e,e) is called a retraction.
Further observe that any morphism ρ(e,u, f ) in L(S) can be factorised as
ρ(e,u, f ) = ρ(e,g,g)ρ(g,u,h)ρ(h,h, f )
for some h ∈ E(Lu) and g ∈ E(Ru)∩ω(e), so that ρ(e,g,g) is a retraction, ρ(g,u,h) is an
isomorphism and ρ(h,h, f ) is an inclusion. Hence, given a morphism f in a category C
with subobjects, a factorisation of the form f = qu j is called as a normal factorisation if
q is a retraction, u is an isomorphism and j is an inclusion. Here, the epimorphism qu is
called the epimorphic part of f and is denoted by f ◦. The codomain of f ◦ is known as the
image of f and is denoted by im f . Indeed, it is this factorisation property which replaces
the role of restriction/corestriction of the inductive groupoid construction.
Recall that our aim is to develop a framework to build the semigroup back from the
abstractly defined structures. For this, Grillet used the certain mappings on the regular
posets called normal mappings. The basic building block of Nambooripad’s construction
was provided using the following notion of a normal cone which may be viewed as an
extension of a normal mapping.
Definition 4.1. Let C be a category with subobjects and d ∈ vC . Then a function γ : vC →
C , a 7→ γ(a) ∈ C (a,d) is said to be a normal cone with vertex d if:
(1) whenever a⊆ b, j(a,b)γ(b) = γ(a);
(2) there exists at least one c ∈ vC such that γ(c) ∈ C (c,d) is an isomorphism.
Essentially, normal cones are certain ‘pastings’ of the morphisms but they are direct
abstractions of the right regular representation of a semigroup. For instance, if a is an
arbitrary element of S, then for each Se ∈ vL(S), the function ρa : vL(S)→ L(S) defined
by
(2) ρa(Se) = ρ(e,ea, f ) where f ∈ E(La)
is a normal cone with vertex S f , usually referred to as a principal cone. Observe that, for
an idempotent e ∈ E(S), we have a principal cone ρe with vertex Se such that ρe(Se) =
ρ(e,e,e) = 1Se. In fact, it can be shown that the collection {ρ
a : a ∈ S} of all principal
cones in L(S) is isomorphic to the right regular representation Sρ of the semigroup S.
Summarising the above discussion leads us to the following abstraction of the category
L(S) of principal left ideals of a regular semigroup S.
Definition 4.2. A small category C is said to be a normal category if:
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(NC 1) C is a category with subobjects;
(NC 2) every inclusion in C splits;
(NC 3) every morphism in C admits a normal factorisation;
(NC 4) for each c ∈ vC there exists a normal cone µ such that µ(c) = 1c.
Now, given such an abstractly defined normal category C , Nambooripad introduces a
special binary operation on the set of all normal cones in C . Observe that for a normal
cone γ with vertex cγ and an epimorphism f ∈ C (cγ ,d), we can construct a new normal
cone γ ∗ f with vertex d such that
γ ∗ f : a 7→ γ(a) f
for each a ∈ vC . So, given any two normal cones γ,δ in C , we define the product
γ δ = γ ∗ [δ (cγ)]
◦
where [δ (cγ )]
◦ is the epimorphic part of the morphism δ (cγ ). Then the set of all normal
cones in C , denoted in the sequel by T (C ), forms a regular semigroup. Further, the normal
categoryL(T (C )) of the principal left ideals of the regular semigroup T (C ), is isomorphic
to C . Hence we have:
Theorem 4.1. [88, Theorems III.16 and III.19] A small category C is normal if and only
if C is isomorphic to the category L(S), for some regular semigroup S.
Dually, we define the normal category R(S) of principal right ideals of a semigroup by:
vR(S) = {eS : e ∈ E(S)} and L(S)(eS, f S) = {λ (e,u, f ) : u ∈ f Se}
where for each x ∈ eS and for each u ∈ f Se, a morphism from eS to f S is the function
λ (e,u, f ) : x 7→ ux.
Having characterised the principal ideal structure of a regular semigroup as the normal
categories L(S) and R(S), we proceed to investigate their inter-relationship. This rather
non-trivial connection is captured using the notion of a cross-connection and that requires
the introduction of a dual category associated with a given normal category.
Normal duals and cross-connections
In [52], Grillet devised a dual of a regular poset by using a certain set of equivalence
relations on the given poset. To extend Grillet’s construction to categories, Nambooripad
defined certain special set valued functors called H-functors. Given any small category C ,
it is well known that there is an associated functor category [C ,Set] with the set of objects
as all functors from C to the category Set and natural transformations as morphisms.
Let γ be a normal cone in T (C ). Then for each c ∈ vC and g ∈ C (c,d), Nambooripad
defined an H-functor H(γ;−) : C → Set as follows:
H(γ;c) = {γ ∗ f ◦ : f ∈ C (cγ ,c)} and
H(γ;g) : H(γ;c)→ H(γ;d) given by γ ∗ f ◦ 7→ γ ∗ ( f g)◦
(3)
It was shown thatH(γ;−) is a representable functor such that there exists an associated nat-
ural isomorphism ηγ : H(γ;−)→ C (cγ ,−) where C (cγ ,−) is the covariant hom-functor
determined by the object cγ .
Thus, given a normal category C , Nambooripad defined the normal dual N∗C as the
full subcategory of [C ,Set] such that
vN∗C = {H(γ;−) : γ ∈ T (C )}.
So the morphisms in the normal dual N∗C are natural transformations between the H-
functors. Using this machinery, Nambooripad proved the following [88, Theorem III.25]:
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Theorem 4.2. Let C be a normal category with the normal dual N∗C . Then N∗C is
isomorphic to the normal category R(T (C )). In particular, the normal dual N∗C is also a
normal category.
Thus given a regular semigroup S, we can associate four normal categories with it: L(S)
and R(S); their duals N∗L(S) and N∗R(S). Their inter relationship can be described using
two functors ΓS : R(S)→ N
∗
L(S) and ∆S : L(S)→ N
∗
R(S) defined as follows:
vΓS(eS) = H(ρ
e;−); ΓS(λ (e,u, f )) = ηρeL(S)(ρ( f ,u,e),−)η
−1
ρ f
;
v∆S(Se) = H(λ
e;−) and ∆S(ρ(e,u, f )) = ηλ eR(S)(λ ( f ,u,e),−)η
−1
λ f
.
(4)
where ηρe is the natural isomorphism associated with the H-functor H(ρ
e;−) and for u ∈
f Se, the expression L(S)(ρ( f ,u,e),−) is the natural transformation between the covariant
hom-functors L(S)(Se,−) and L(S)(S f ,−). To take us to the formal definition of a cross-
connection, we shall also require the following notions which abstract the properties of the
above defined functors.
Definition 4.3. A functor F between two normal categories C and D is said to be a local
isomorphism if F is inclusion preserving, fully faithful and for each c ∈ vC , F|(c) is an
isomorphism of the ideal (c) onto (F(c)).
Given a normal cone γ ∈ T (C ), theM-set of an H-functor H(γ;−) is defined as:
MH(γ;−) = {c ∈ vC : γ(c) is an isomorphism}.
Observe that for the functors ΓS and ∆S defined as above and for objects Se∈ vL(S) and
eS ∈ vR(S),
Se ∈MΓS(eS) if and only if eS ∈M∆S(Se).
Thus we define:
Definition 4.4. Let C and D be normal categories. A cross-connection between C and D
is a quadruple Ω = (C ,D ;Γ,∆) where Γ : D → N∗C and ∆ : C → N∗D are local isomor-
phisms such that for c ∈ vC and d ∈ vD
c ∈MΓ(d) ⇐⇒ d ∈M∆(c).
Remark 4.1. We define a cross-connection using two functors emulating Grillet’s [52]
original definition using two maps, unlike in [87, 88] where a cross-connection is defined
using a single functor. It can be easily shown that these definitions are equivalent.
Summarising the above discussion, Nambooripad described the ideal structure of a reg-
ular semigroup using the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. [88, Theorem IV.2] Let S be a regular semigroup with normal categories
L(S) and R(S). Define functors ΓS and ∆S as in (4). Then ΩS = (L(S),R(S);ΓS,∆S) is a
cross-connection between L(S) and R(S).
Cross-connection semigroups
We have seen above how a given regular semigroup induces a cross-connection be-
tween its normal categories. Conversely given an abstractly defined cross-connection
Ω = (C ,D ;Γ,∆), Nambooripad gave a recipe to construct its cross-connection semigroup
as follows.
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Recall that we already have two ‘generic’ regular semigroups: namely T (C ) and T (D),
the semigroups of normal cones. Then, by the category isomorphism
[C , [D ,Set]]∼= [C ×D ,Set],
the functors Γ and ∆ induce two bifunctors Γ(−,−) and ∆(−,−), respectively both from
C ×D to Set. Further, there is a natural isomorphism χ : Γ(−,−)→ ∆(−,−) between the
bifunctors which ‘links’ certain normal cones in T (C ) with those in T (D). Finally, the set
(5) SΩ = {(γ,δ ) ∈ T (C )×T (D) : (γ,δ ) is linked }
is a regular semigroup such that L(SΩ) is isomorphic to C and R(SΩ) is isomorphic to D .
Then, the set
(6) EΩ = {(c,d) ∈ vC × vD : c ∈MΓ(d)}
is the regular biordered set associated with the cross-connection Ω. Here, the pair (c,d)
can be identified with a uniquely defined pair of idempotent cones in T (C )×T (D). Then
it can shown that the set EΩ is biorder isomorphic to the set E(SΩ) of idempotents in SΩ.
The major results [88, Theorems III.25, IV.17, IV.32 and V.18] may be summarised as
follows.
Theorem 4.4. Any regular semigroup S induces a cross-connection between the normal
categories L(S) and R(S). Conversely any cross-connection Ω = (C ,D ;Γ,∆) uniquely
determines a regular semigroup SΩ. The category of regular semigroups is equivalent to
the category of cross-connections.
5. OUTGROWTHS OF NAMBOORIPAD’S CROSS-CONNECTION THEORY
In this section, we briefly record some outgrowths and still ongoing developments of
Nambooripad’s cross-connection theory.
Inductive groupoids and cross-connections
As discussed in Sections 2 and 4, both inductive groupoids and cross-connections are
prototypes of regular semigroups. By transitivity, Nambooripad’s results (Theorems 2.3
and 4.4) imply that the category of inductive groupoids is equivalent to the category of
cross-connections: but these constructions look evidently disconnected. Their interrela-
tionship was explored by Azeef and Volkov [10,11] and a direct category equivalence was
constructed. In addition to giving the relationship between the ideal structure and the idem-
potent structure of regular semigroups, their results also give a road map for the transfer of
problems of inductive groupoid origin to the cross-connection framework and vice versa.
We proceed to briefly outline this equivalence.
First given a cross-connection Ω = (C ,D ;Γ,∆), recall that EΩ (as defined in equation
(6)) is a regular biordered set. So, we define a category GΩ such that vGΩ = EΩ and a
morphism in GΩ is a pair of isomorphisms which ‘respects’ the cross-connection. Given
a morphism ( f ,g) from (c,d) to (c′,d′) and a morphism ( f1,g1) from (c1,d1) to (c
′
1,d
′
1),
define a partial order ≤Ω on GΩ as follows:
( f ,g)≤Ω ( f1,g1) ⇐⇒ (c,d)⊆ (c1,d1),
(c′,d′)⊆ (c′1,d
′
1) and ( f ,g) = (( j(c,c1) f1)
◦,( j(d,d1)g1)
◦).
Then it can be easily shown that (GΩ,≤Ω) forms an ordered groupoid. Further for a suit-
ably defined evaluation functor εΩ : G (EΩ)→ GΩ, it can be verified that the pair (GΩ,εΩ)
forms an inductive groupoid.
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Conversely, given an inductive groupoid (G ,ε), a cross-connection (RG,LG;ΓG,∆G)
was constructed. To build the ‘left’ normal category LG, three separate categories: one
preorder PL ‘responsible’ for inclusions, an ordered groupoid GL ‘responsible’ for iso-
morphisms and the last one QL ‘responsible’ for retractions were built and then these cat-
egories were ‘combined’ to form LG. Similarly the normal category RG was constructed
from three constituent categories and the cross-connection was defined between LG and
RG. A direct category equivalence between the category of inductive groupoids and cross-
connections was also proved [11, Theorem 5.1].
Special classes of Nambooripad’s cross-connections
In the first version of cross-connections [87], Nambooripad discussed several important
applications of his theory. We proceed to briefly describe some of them: they give insight
as to why Nambooripad pursued such a sophisticated construction.
The first application which Nambooripad considered was the specialisation of his cross-
connections to fundamental regular semigroups, thereby extracting Grillet’s original theo-
rem regarding fundamental cross-connections [87]. An object c in a normal category C is
said to be reduced if for morphisms f ,g ∈ C (c,c), for every c′ ≤ c, we have im j(c′,c) f=
im j(c′,c)g implies f = g.
Definition 5.1. A normal category C is said to be reduced if every object of C is reduced.
Given a regular poset P and x ∈ P, let P(x) = {y : y ≤ x}. Then we can define a small
category P as follows:
vP = {P(x) : x ∈ P} and P(P(x),P(y)) = { f : P(x)→ P(y) : f is a normal mapping}
Then it was shown that the category P as defined above is a reduced normal category.
Also, a regular semigroup S is fundamental if and only if the normal categories L(S) and
R(S) are reduced.
Theorem 5.1. [87, Theorem 6.7] Let S be a regular semigroup and let ΓS and ∆S be func-
tors as defined in (4). Then the pair (vΓS,v∆S) constitutes a fundamental cross-connection
between the regular posets vL(S) and vR(S). Every fundamental cross-connection arises
in this way.
In [87], Nambooripad considered the class of strongly regular Baer semigroups and
characterised regular semigroups S for which the categories L(S) and R(S) have kernels
and cokernels.
Theorem 5.2. For a regular monoid S with zero, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) S is strongly regular Baer semigroup.
(2) S/L and S/R are dually isomorphic complemented modular lattices.
(3) The categories L(S) and R(S) have kernels.
(4) The category L(S) has both kernels and cokernels.
Further, he introduced the notion of a bounded, pre-additive normal category to study
regular rings (in the sense of [44]).
Theorem 5.3. [87, Theorem 7.6] A bounded normal category C is pre-additive if and
only if C is isomorphic to L(R) for some regular ring R.
Later, Sunny Lukose and Rajan [72] studied regular rings and obtained an alternate
characterisation using RR-categories. They showed that the set of normal cones in such a
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category forms a regular ring. They also described the regular ring of finite rank operators
on an infinite dimensional vector space in terms of RR-categories.
In [87], Nambooripad also considered semisimple objects of various types. In particular,
he considered a vector space over a field as a G-module, for a group G and studied the
normal categories and cross-connections which arose in this setting.
Several other special classes of the cross-connection construction have been considered
in the literature. These works not only clarify the nuances of the complicated construction
but also shed light on how the construction could be further generalised.
One of the first studies based on Nambooripad’s cross-connection theory was done
by Rajendran [115–117] connecting it with bilinear forms. A related work was done
by Azeef [5] from a different perspective wherein the cross-connection structure of sev-
eral linear transformation semigroups: full, singular and variants, were studied. In [8],
Azeef and Rajan gave the construction of the singular transformation semigroup via cross-
connections from the category of subsets and the category of partitions. The variant case
was studied in detail in [6] and the cross-connection construction of the regular part of the
variant semigroup was provided.
In [7], the cross-connection structure of completely simple semigroups were studied
and it was shown that the cross-connections are determined by the structure matrices. This
result was extended to completely 0-simple semigroups in [12] by Azeef et al. In addi-
tion, the more general class of locally inverse semigroups were discussed in detail in [12].
Unambiguous categorieswere introduced as normal categories with unique normal factori-
sation and unique splitting. It was shown that the category of locally inverse semigroups is
equivalent to the category of cross-connections of unambiguous categories.
Several properties of the normal categories of inverse semigroup were identified by
Rajan in [113]. A complete characterisation of the inverse case was provided in [12] by
Azeef et al. using inversive categories. Here the structure theorem was obtained using
a single category analogous to the ESN Theorem and it was shown that the category of
inverse semigroups is equivalent to the category of inversive categories.
Generalisations of cross-connections
As mentioned earlier, the real inspiration behind the theory of cross-connections is its
promise to provide more general structure theorems and its applicability in more general
settings. As discussed in Section 3, the inductive groupoid theory was extended in various
directions. It must be observed that all these efforts were severely constrained due to the
reliance on the set of idempotents of the semigroup.
Nevertheless, as a first step towards extending cross-connection theory to a general
setting, it was natural to describe the cross-connection structure of the non-regular classes
already studied using the inductive groupoid approach. In this direction, Romeo [118] stud-
ied the cross-connections of concordant semigroups in his PhD thesis under Nambooripad.
This work was later refined and published as [9]. In [9], the categories arising from the
generalised Green relations of a concordant semigroup were characterised as consistent
categories and a cross-connection was constructed. Conversely given a cross-connection
between two consistent categories, a concordant semigroup was obtained as the cross-
connection semigroup. This equivalence was shown to be a category equivalence [9, The-
orem 6.8]. Further, the interrelationship between inductive cancellative categories [1] and
cross-connections of consistent categories was studied and a category equivalence was also
outlined.
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In the late nineties, Nambooripad focussed his attention to a very ambitious problem:
to provide a structure theorem for arbitrary semigroups using small categories. He made
good progress in this direction [96, 97], but unfortunately could not complete the entire
construction. We proceed to outline some of his ideas in this problem.
Similar to the regular semigroup case, given an arbitrary semigroup S, a category L(S)
is defined as follows:
vL(S) = {S1a : a ∈ S}
A morphism ρ : S1a→ S1b is a right translation x 7→ xs for s ∈ S1 such that as = tb for
some t ∈ S1. We denote this morphism as ρ(a,s,b). Then it can be seen that given any two
morphisms, say ρ(a,s,b) and ρ(a′,s′,b′), they are equal if and only if a L a′, b L b′ and
as= as′.
Observe that a morphism ρ(a,s,b) is an inclusion j(S1a,S1b) if and only if ρ(a,s,b) =
ρ(a,1,b). These inclusions make L(S) a category with subobjects. Then any morphism
ρ(a,s,b) can be written as
ρ(a,s,b) = ρ(a,s,as)ρ(as,1,b)
where ρ(a,s,as) is an epimorphism and ρ(as,1,b) is an inclusion. Such a unique factori-
sation is called the image factorisation.
Nambooripad used the natural forgetful functorU : L(S)→ Set to abstract the above de-
scribed ‘set-based’ properties of L(S). This leads to the definition of a set-based category
(SBC) as follows.
Definition 5.2. Let C be a category with subobjects such that every morphism in C has a
image factorisation. Given a functorU : C → Set, we say that C is an SBC with respect to
U if the pair (C ,U) satisfies the following:
(SBC 1) U is an embedding andU preserves image factorisations.
(SBC 1) For c,c′ ∈ vC and x ∈U(c)∩U(d), there is a d ∈ vC such that
d ⊆ c, d ⊆ c′ and x ∈U(d).
In this setting, Nambooripad proved some preliminary results and further conjectured
that an appropriately defined cross-connection between two SBCs will give rise to a semi-
group. Conversely, any arbitrary semigroup S determines a cross-connection between its
constituent SBCs L(S) and R(S) such that its cross-connection semigroup provides a nat-
ural representation of S. This remains a major open problem.
6. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN REGULAR SEMIGROUPS AND OTHER AREAS
In addition to his deep work on the structure of regular semigroups, Nambooripad had
interests in many areas of mathematics and in particular in exploring connections between
regular semigroups and other areas. He wrote several papers along these lines, some in
collaboration with some of his PhD students, and several of his PhD students worked on
such connections. In particular, his work revealed interesting connections between regular
semigroups and linear algebra (stochastic matrices [106], singular matrices [41, 42], the
geometry and topology of idempotent matrices [60,66] and bilinear forms [115–117]). He
also studied group actions on lattices [94, 95]. He had a particular interest in connections
between regular semigroups and operator algebras. We briefly summarize some of his
work and that of some of his students in operator algebras, in particular in the study of
Fredholm operators, finite rank operators on Hilbert space, and von Neumann algebras.
Much of his work in this direction is incomplete and suggests that it may be very fruitful
to pursue additional work in this direction.
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The semigroup of Fredholm operators
In his PhD thesis [62], E. Krishnan studied the category of Fredholm operators between
topological vector spaces and the semigroup of Fredholm operators on such a space. Much
of his work is contained in his joint paper with Nambooripad [63]. We briefly describe
some of the ideas discussed in this paper and refer the reader to the original paper for more
detail. All spaces under consideration will be Hausdorff locally convex topological vector
spaces with underlying field either the real or complex numbers.
A Fredholm operator f :X→Y between topological vector spaces is a continuous linear
map that is an open map onto its range im( f ) such that im( f ) is a closed subspace of finite
codimension in Y and the null space N( f ) is a finite dimensional subspace of X .
Amongmany other things, Krishnan and Nambooripad [63, Proposition 3.21] prove that
if f : X → Y and g : Y → Z are Fredholm operators then their composition g f : X → Z is
also a Fredholm operator, so the class of locally convex spaces together with the Fredholm
operators between them forms a category, denoted by F .
In order to study the category F in more detail, Krishnan and Nambooripad [63] in-
troduce a theory of regular categories, along the lines of Nambooripad’s theory of regu-
lar semigroups. Here a morphism f ∈ C (v,w) in a category C is called regular if there
is a morphism f ′ ∈ C (w,v) in C with f = f f ′ f . We refer the reader to Krishnan and
Nambooripad’s paper [63] for full details of the definition and basic properties of regu-
lar categories. Among other things, they show that every Fredholm operator f in F is
a regular morphism in this category and hence that, for each locally convex space X , the
set F (X) of Fredholm operators with domain and codomain equal to X forms a regular
semigroup [63, Proposition 3.23].
Krishnan and Nambooripad [63] prove that, with respect to the topology of uniform
convergence on bounded sets, the semigroup F (X) is a semitopological semigroup (that
is, the multiplication is separately continuous) for any locally convex space X , and is in
fact a topological semigroup (that is, the multiplication is jointly continuous) if X is a
normed space. The paper [63] studies both the topological and algebraic properties of the
semigroup F (X) in some detail. In particular, they prove [63, Theorem 4.1] that if X is a
locally convex space, then the relation
µ = {( f ,g) ∈F ×F : g= λ f for some scalar λ 6= 0}
is the maximum idempotent-separating congruence on F (X). They are able to use this to
study the fundamental representation of F (X): in particular, by making use of some of
the results of Nambooripad and Pastijn [99], they show that if X is an infinite-dimensional
locally convex space, then the elements ofF (X)/µ may be identified with projective maps
on the projective geometry of subspaces of X . Much additional information about several
important congruences on F (X) is provided in [63].
Krishnan and Nambooripad also introduce a new integral invariant k(X) of a topological
vector space X as follows. For each locally convex Hausdorff space X they define k(X)
to be the minimum codimension of a proper closed subspace Y of finite codimension in X
such that Y ∼= X , if such a subspaceY exists, and k(X) = 0 if no such subspace exists. They
make use of this invariant to study several algebraic properties of the semigroup F (X).
For example, they prove the following theorem [63, Theorems 5.9, 5.11 and 5.12].
Theorem 6.1. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space. Then
(a) F (X) is completely semisimple and unit regular if and only if k(X) = 0.
(b) F (X) is bisimple if and only if k(X) = 1.
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(c) F (X) is simple if and only if k(X) 6= 0. (So F (X) is simple but not bisimple if and
only if k(X)> 1.)
The paper [63] and Krishnan’s thesis [62] contain a wealth of additional information
about Fredholm operators from the point of view of Nambooripad’s theory of regular semi-
groups.
Finite rank operators on Hilbert space
In her thesis [123] completed under the direction of K.S.S. Nambooripad, Sherly Valan-
thara studied the semigroup of finite rank bounded operators on a Hilbert space. Her the-
sis contains a wealth of information about the algebraic and topological properties of the
semigroup B(H) of continuous (i.e. bounded) operators on a Hilbert space H and certain
of its subsemigroups. Some of her results are contained in her joint papers with Krish-
nan [64,65]. She provides a very nice self-contained account of several established and new
algebraic and topological properties of regular elements, idempotents and Moore-Penrose
inverses of elements in B(H) and a detailed study of the structure of the semigroupK (H)
of finite rank operators in B(H). We collect several of her results [123, Propositions 3.1.2,
3.1.3, 3.2.6, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.7, 3.3.8] about the algebraic properties of K (H) in the fol-
lowing theorem.
Theorem 6.2. Let K (H) denote the semigroup of finite rank continuous operators on a
Hilbert space H. Then
(a) K (H) is a self-adjoint, regular, completely semisimple subsemigroup of B(H).
(b) K (H) is idempotent-generated if H is infinite-dimensional.
(c) If f is an operator in K (H) then its Moore-Penrose inverse f † is also in K (H).
(d) If e and f are idempotents in K (H) with eD f , then e and f are connected by an
E-chain in E(K (H)) of length at most 3.
(e) The set K (H)∪G (H) is a strongly unit regular subsemigroup of B(H). (Here
G (H) is the group of invertible operators in B(H).)
We remark that part (d) of Theorem 6.2 is an extension to the setting of finite-rank opera-
tors of infinite-dimensionalHilbert spaces of the corresponding result for the multiplicative
semigroupMn(F) of n× n matrices over a field F , due independently to Pastijn [103] and
Putcha [109] as a result of their constructions of the biordered set ofMn(F).
With respect to the topology induced by the operator norm, the semigroup B(H) and
all its subsemigroups are topological semigroups. Sherly Valanthara provides much in-
formation about the topological properties of this semigroup in her thesis. In particular,
the following theorem collects some of these properties from her thesis [123, Propositions
3.4.1, 3.4.2, 3.4.7, 3.4.9, 3.4.10].
Theorem 6.3. (a) The semigroup K (H) is a topological semigroup with continuous invo-
lution f 7→ f ∗. Furthermore, the map f 7→ f † is continuous on each non-zero H -class of
K (H).
(b) Each element of K (H) is the limit of a sequence of invertible operators on B(H).
(c) A pair of idempotents in K (H) are connected by a path in the topological space
E(K (H)) if and only if they are connected by an E-sequence in the biordered set E(K (H)).
(d) The path components of the space E(K (H)) are the sets of idempotents in the
various D-classes of K (H).
The thesis [123] is full of many additional interesting results connecting the algebraic
and topological properties of the semigroupK (H)with Nambooripad’swork on the struc-
ture of regular semigroups.
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von Neumann algebras
Nambooripad was very interested in making use of the theory of regular semigroups
to obtain some information about von Neumann algebras. His paper [92] and a personal
communication [93] provides some information along these lines. We provide a brief
discussion of some of his ideas about connecting regular semigroups and von Neumann
algebras.
The theory of von Neumann algebras traces its origins back to the original work of von
Neumann in 1930 and a series of papers by Murray and von Neumann in the 1930’s. A
von Neumann algebra is a ∗-algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert space that contains
the identity operator and is closed in the weak operator topology. Equivalently, a von
Neumann algebra may be defined as a subset of the set B(H) of bounded operators on a
Hilbert space H that is closed under the ∗-operation and is equal to its double commutant.
(The equivalence of these definitions is von Neumann’s “double commutant” theorem).
We refer the reader to the books by Fillmore [39] or Sunder [121] or Dixmier [21] for this
result and the basic notation, concepts, references, and many other standard results about
von Neumann algebras.
Let A ⊆ B(H) be a von Neumann algebra acting on the Hilbert space H and let
P(A ) = {p ∈ A : p = p∗ = p2} be the set of projections of A . The range im(p) of a
projection is a closed subspace of H. The projections in A are the operators that give an
orthogonal projection onto some closed subspace of H. It is well-known [21, 39, 121] that
A is generated in B(H) by P(A ): that is, a von Neumann algebra is uniquely determined
by its projections and the underlying Hilbert space on which it acts. (Here by the von Neu-
mann algebra generated by a subset A⊆B(H) we mean the double commutant (A∪A∗)′′,
that is, the weak closure of the ∗-algebra generated by 1 and A in B(H)). Since projec-
tions are in particular idempotents, it follows that A is uniquely determined in the sense
described above by the biordered set E(A ) of idempotents of the multiplicative semigroup
of A .
These observations led Nambooripad to study the structure of the biordered set E(A )
of a von Neumann algebra A . Recall that if p is a projection in A then its range im(p) is
a closed linear subspace of H. A subspace of H is said to belong to A if it is the image
of some projection in A . The map θ : p 7→ im(p) is a one-one correspondence between
the set of projections of A and the set Θ(A ) of closed subspaces of H that belong to
A . In fact the partially ordered set of projections of a von Neumann algebra A and the
partially ordered set Θ(A ) of subspaces of H belonging to A (ordered with respect to set
inclusion) are isomorphic continuous geometries in the sense of von Neumann [126]. In
particular, P(A ) and Θ(A ) are complemented modular lattices. Nambooripad made use
of this, together with Pastijn’s construction of biordered sets from complemented modular
lattices [103] to study the biordered set E(A ). Let
E ′(A ) = {(N,V ) : N,V ∈ Θ(A ), N ∧V = {0} and N ∨V =H}.
We include an outline of Nambooripad’s proof [93] of the following fact since he did
not publish the result as far as we are aware.
Theorem 6.4. Let A be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space H. Then the
set E ′(A ) admits the structure of a regular biordered set and the biordered set E(A ) is
isomorphic to a biordered subset of E ′(A ).
Outline of Nambooripad’s proof.
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By Theorem 1 of Pastijn’s paper [103], E ′(A ) is a biordered set with quasi-orders and
basic products determined as follows:
(M,U)ω l(N,V ) iffU ⊆V and in this case (N,V )(M,U) = (N ∨ (V ∧M),U)
and
(M,U)ωr(N,V ) iff N ⊆M and in this case (M,U)(N,V ) = (M,V ∧ (N ∨U))
For (L,U),(M,V )∈E ′(A ), the sandwich setS ((L,U),(M,V )) consists of all elements
(N,W ) ∈ E ′(A ) such that N is any complement of U ∨M in the interval [M,1] andW is
any complement ofU ∧M in the interval [0,U ]. Since these relative complements exist, all
sandwich sets are non-empty and so E ′(A ) is a regular biordered set.
Now let e be any idempotent in E(A ). Then the range im(e) and null space N(e) are
complementary subspaces ofH. The fact that e is a regular element of B(H), implies that
im(e) is a closed subspace of H and that ee† is a projection onto im(e), where e† is the
Moore-Penrose inverse of e. By Proposition 9 of Nambooripad’s paper [92], e† is in A .
Hence im(e) = im(ee†) belongs to A . A routine calculation shows that im(1− e) = N(e)
and (1− e) is an idempotent in A so N(e) is also a closed subspace of H belonging to
A . So the pair (N(e), im(e)) is in E ′(A ). Hence the map ε : e 7→ (N(e), im(e)) defines an
injection from E(A ) into E ′(A ). It is routine to check that ε preserves basic products, so
E(A ) is isomorphic to a biordered subset of E ′(A ). 
Nambooripad also obtained some interesting information about regular elements in von
Neumann algebras. It is well known that an element γ in B(H) is regular if and only if
its range im(γ) is closed, and in this case γγ† is the projection on im(γ) and γ†γ is the
projection on N(γ)⊥. The multiplicative semigroup of B(H) is not regular if H is infinite-
dimensional and so the multiplicative subsemigroup of a von Neumann algebra A is not
in general regular, and in fact the subsemigroup of A generated by the regular elements
is not a regular semigroup. However, for factors of type In or II1 (see [121] for precise
definitions of these classes of von Neumann algebras), the projection lattice is modular.
This enables Nambooripad to prove the following theorem [92, Proposition 11].
Theorem 6.5. If A is a von Neumann algebra that is a factor of type In or II1 then the set
of regular operators in A forms a regular subsemigroup of A .
From Theorem 6.5 it is clear that if A is a von Neumann algebra of type In of II1,
then E(A ) is a regular biorderd set. It is not known whether in fact E(A ) is a regular
biordered set for some larger class of von Neumann algebras. It appears that additional
work exploring connections between Nambooripad’s theory of regular semigroups and the
structure of von Neumann algebras may prove fruitful.
7. PHD THESES DIRECTED BY NAMBOORIPAD
The topics in which Nambooripad directed PhD theses arise from a wide range of areas
in mathematics. In particular, he directed theses in the study of semigroup-theoretic aspects
of matrix theory, the theory of operators on Hilbert spaces, and the geometry and toplogy
of linear spaces.
The use of category theory in the presentation of interrelationships between various
classes has been a favourite style in Nambooripad’s works. His cross connection theory
for the structure of regular semigroups can be seen as an instance of heavy use of category
theoretic ideas.
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The PhD thesis of A.R. Rajan [111] on combinatorial regular semigroups and the cross
connection related theses of D. Rajendran [115] and P.G. Romeo [118] use categories as a
major tool in the formulation of their results.
S. Premchand’s thesis [106] on stochastic matrices, K. Geetha’s thesis [41] on singular
matrices and V.N. Krishnachandran’s thesis [60] on the geometry and topology of idempo-
tent matrices provide a deep study of matrix theory using semigroup theoretic tools.
E. Krishnan’s thesis [62] on Fredholm operators and Sherly Valanthara’s thesis [123]
on finite rank operators contain a significant amount of operator theory on Hilbert spaces.
R. Veeramony’s thesis [124] on subdirect products and S. Radhakrishnan Chettiar’s
thesis [17] on extensions of regular semigroups provide a deep study of some theoretical
aspects of semigroups.
The following is the list of PhD’s directed by Nambooripad. All of these were awarded
from the University of Kerala.
(1) R. Veeramony: Subdirect products of regular semigroups (1981)
(2) A.R. Rajan: Structure of combinatorial regular semigroups (1981)
(3) S. Premchand: Semigroup of stochastic matrices (1985)
(4) E. Krishnan: The semigroup of Fredholm operators (1990)
(5) P.G. Romeo: Cross connections of concordant semigroups (1993)
(6) D. Rajendran: Cross connection of linear transformation semigroups (1995)
(7) K. Geetha: Semigroup of singular matrices (1995)
(8) S. Radhakrishnan Chettiar: A study on extensions of regular semigroups (1996)
(9) V. N. Krishnachandran: The topology and geometry of the biordered set of idem-
potent matrices (2001)
(10) Sherly Valanthara: The semigroup of finite rank operators (2002)
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